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Grazing incidence x-ray scattering~GIXS! and Brewster angle microscopy~BAM ! are used to
determine thep–T phase diagram of Behenic acid monolayers supported on the surface of water
~pH52.0! over the temperature range of 3 °C to 20.6 °C. The phase diagram is constructed from
measurements taken during isothermal compressions in which the surface pressure relaxed to a
stable value at each surface density, and during temperature scans at fixed average surface density.
The phase diagram is different than those previously reported for Behenic acid primarily because of
the surface pressure relaxation. For temperatures less than 12 °C the phase diagram exhibits similar
phases and topology as the published diagrams, although the location of the phases in thep–T plane
is different. Temperature scans combined with the isotherms, and the Clausius–Clapeyron relation
are used to determine three coexistence lines that meet in a triple point. Changes in entropy across
the phase boundaries are determined. Near room temperature~20.6 °C! only one phase is measured
over the range of surface pressure from 0 dynes/cm to the collapse pressure in contrast to reported
measurements on monolayers out of equilibrium~i.e., when the surface pressure is not allowed to
relax! that exhibit several phases near room temperature at pressures higher than the collapse
pressure. Discrepancies are observed between the average area per molecule (AT) and the area per
molecule determined from measurements of the unit cell (AX) in the close packed regions of the
phase diagram. It is conjectured that thep–AX plane is a better representation of the ordered
equilibrium monolayer phases than thep–AT plane. Isotherms plotted in thep–AX plane are used
to determine the compressibility of the ordered phases and the nature of the phase transitions.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!00831-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

Langmuir monolayers of various materials have been the
subject of many studies since Langmuir first demonstrated,
in 1917, that amphiphilic organic molecules adsorbed at the
air-water interface.1 The fact that researchers are still inves-
tigating these systems nearly a century later is indicative of a
curious paradox. On one hand, Langmuir monolayers have
tremendous appeal because they are widely thought of as
simple models, useful in elucidating the structure-function
relationship in much more complicated two-dimensional
~2D! systems such as biological membranes or the surface of
biological macromolecules.1–4 On the other hand, even the
simplest Langmuir monolayers have presented manydifficult
fundamental questions, and are still far from being com-
pletely understood. In this regard, it has proven to be more
difficult to obtain definitive results for Langmuir monolayers
than for other systems exhibiting mesomorphic behavior,
such as bulk thermotropic liquid crystals, for which the ex-

perimental facts and the theoretical framework are relatively
well established.5,6 Among the various fundamental ques-
tions still in need of a clear and thorough answer is the issue
of when Langmuir monolayers of long chain fatty acids are
in thermodynamic equilibrium. The present study addresses
this issue, and more specifically aims to determine funda-
mental features for one portion of the equilibrium phase dia-
gram for a Langmuir monolayer of a long chain fatty acid.

Although many phase diagrams have been already
proposed,7–13 it is not clear that any of these are truly equi-
librium diagrams. The question arises because, in almost all
of the phase diagrams published, the monolayer is com-
pressed continuously, at a constant rate, without allowing
sufficient time for the surface pressurep to relax to an equi-
librium value. That relaxation effects in Langmuir monolay-
ers are important in establishing true equilibrium has already
been demonstrated by several researchers.13–25For example,
Schlossmanet al. showed that when a Langmuir monolayer
of tetracosanoic acid~CH3~CH3!22COOH! at pH52.0 and
25 °C, is allowed to relax completely following each incre-
mental compression, both the isotherm and the x-ray scatter-
ing results are different from those that are obtained when
the film is not allowed to equilibrate.21,22Using infrared ex-
ternal reflection spectroscopy in comparison with x-ray dif-
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fraction, Buontempoet al. demonstrated that collective tilt
ordering is different in relaxed and unrelaxed monolayers of
heneicosanol~CH3~CH3!20OH!.23 Lin et al. found that with
increasing time a Langmuir monolayer of heneicosanol re-
laxes from the uniaxially distorted pseudo hexagonal phase,
that is initially formed upon constant compression to the de-
sired surface pressure, to an undistorted hexagonal
structure.24 Finally, Fosteret al. determined the phase dia-
gram for a relaxed Langmuir monolayer of methyl
eicosanoate~CH3~CH2!18COOCH3!; and found that although
the topology of the relaxed phase diagram for this long chain
fatty ester is in good agreement with previous work pub-
lished for this system, the relaxed monolayer exhibits an ad-
ditional phase previously unreported.25 An important differ-
ence between the work presented here and most of the
others7–13 is that thermodynamic information is collected si-
multaneously with x-ray measurement of the microscopic
structure, and both are combined to ensure that the results are
self-consistent.

This paper describes an attempt to construct one section
of an equilibrium phase diagram of a Langmuir monolayer
using grazing incidence x-ray scattering~GIXS!. Specifi-
cally, Langmuir monolayers of Behenic acid
~CH3~CH2!20COOH! on an acidified water subphase~pH
52.0, HCl buffer! have been selected for study. The lowpH
of the subphase was chosen so as to keep the carboxyl head
groups of the fatty acid protonated, thus maintaining neutral-
ity of the monolayer. This enhances the stability of the
monolayer phase, and is a common experimental condition
when studying Langmuir monolayers of fatty acids. Qualita-
tively, the constructed phase diagram has a similar topology
to that already reported in the literature.7–13 Quantitatively,
there are differences due primarily to relaxation effects. The
implications of our measurements with respect to the equi-
librium nature of Langmuir monolayers will be discussed. In
this respect, it is found that, even for relaxed films, anoma-
lous effects characteristic of metastable monolayers are ob-
served. This complicates interpretation ofp–AT isotherms,
whereAT is the macroscopic area per molecule deposited on
the trough. However, when the phase diagram is presented in
terms of the microscopic area per molecule,AX , extracted
from the positions of the GIXS peaks, many of these diffi-
culties are removed. In this way, it is possible to obtain a
direct measurement of the slope and location of the various
coexistence lines on the phase diagram. More importantly,
the Clausius–Clapeyron equation is applied to calculate the
entropy changes (DS) associated with observed phase tran-
sitions in whichDAX is directly measured. Although a simi-
lar approach has been employed by Bergeet al.26 to calcu-
late the entropy change upon melting of a monolayer of short
chain alcohols at the equilibrium spreading pressure,pESP

~i.e., at coexistence with theliquid bulk alcohol phase!, we
demonstrate here, for the first time, that this approach can
also be used to study phase transitions of Langmuir mono-
layers, between two ordered~crystalline or hexatic! phases.
The extracted values ofDS are sensible when compared to
those characteristic of analogous bulk and surface systems,

allowing for a valuable elucidation of the equilibrium nature
of the various phases observed.

This paper is divided into four main sections. Section II
discusses the characteristics of the Langmuir trough used in
these measurements, and outlines the various procedures em-
ployed to clean the trough and prepare fresh Langmuir
monolayers prior to the x-ray measurements. Some back-
ground information describing the liquid surface spectrom-
eter used in these experiments, and a discussion of GIXS are
also included in this section. We also describe the differences
between relaxation isotherms and constant compression iso-
therms, and conclude that the two compression methods pro-
duce markedly different isotherms. The most obvious of
these differences being the much lower collapse pressure ob-
served in the relaxation isotherms.

Section III covers the principal results of this work in
three parts. The first part describes thep–T phase diagram
derived from the GIXS measurements, and shows that there
is a clear quantitative difference between the phase diagram
constructed in the present study and those already reported:
the range of surface pressures over which we can observe the
various phases is much smaller on our diagram. This is a
direct result of the much lower collapse pressures exhibited
by relaxed monolayers. The second part of this section de-
scribes various phase transitions as observed both upon re-
laxation isotherms and temperature scans. The principal re-
sult here is that the trough molecular areaAT ~as opposed to
the x-ray molecular areaAX! is not an acceptable intensive
thermodynamic variable of the system, making thep–AT

couple a poor choice for representation of a thermodynami-
cally significant Langmuir monolayer phase diagram. This
conclusion leads directly to the final part of this section
where it is proposed that the monolayer phase diagram can
be represented in terms ofp andAX . Isotherms plotted in the
p–AX plane enable the determination of the compressibility
of the ordered phases and the extent to which transitions are
continuous or discontinuous inAX . Temperature scans near a
phase boundary combined with the Clausius–Clapeyron re-
lation and x-ray measurements ofAX can be used to calculate
the entropy change accompanying the phase transitions. This
thermodynamic analysis would not have been possible with
the x-ray measurements represented on ap–AT phase dia-
gram.

Section IV provides further details on monolayer ther-
modynamics and the determination of entropy changes
across transitions between two ordered phases. In addition,
this section lists some of the anomalous features observed in
this study, providing an interpretation for the presence of
these effects. We attempt to connect these anomalous effects
to the observed discrepancies betweenAT andAX .

Section V highlights the more interesting conclusions of
this work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. The Langmuir trough

The Langmuir trough used in all of these experiments is
described elsewhere.22,27,28The reader is referred to the latest
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of these references28 for a detailed description, and the dis-
cussion here will describe only general properties of the
trough. The trough was milled out from a single piece of
Teflon and attached rigidly to a piece of gold coated OFHC
copper, which acted as the bottom cooling plate. The Teflon
barrier traveled along the trough’s edges, confining the
monolayer to a specified area. The trough resided in a sealed
aluminum box ~maintaining a nearly 100% RH environ-
ment!. Approximately 1 in. above the trough was located a
second piece of gold coated OFHC copper, acting as the
upper cooling plate. The box was designed so that one could
add or subtract water, aspirate the surface, change the mono-
layer density, and measure the surface pressure and tempera-
ture without opening the box and disturbing the clean experi-
mental environment of zero-grade nitrogen. The motor
driving the barrier’s motion was mounted outside the box
enclosing the trough, and coupled to the barrier’s translation
stage using a Huntington rotational feedthrough designed for
high vacuum systems. The lower and upper cooling plates as
well as the aluminum box itself were temperature controlled
to 0.25 °C using two Neslab closed cycle systems. The tem-
perature of the subphase was measured directly using an
Omega Teflon encased temperature probe immersed into the
clean water behind the barrier. The box was covered with
closed cell foam insulation, and temperature isolated from
the kinematic mount of the liquid surface spectrometer using
a Delrin spacer. Condensation was controlled by maintaining
a temperature gradient between the lower and upper cooling
plates of 2–3 °C~the top plate being warmer!. The surface
pressure was measured using the Wilhelmy plate method,16

with a resolution of 0.01 dynes/cm and an accuracy of60.5
dynes/cm. The system as a whole was computer controlled
using software already described elsewhere.27

B. Materials and procedures

Behenic acid obtained from Fluka was used without fur-
ther purification. Baker Resi-analyzed chloroform was used
as a solvent. Stringent cleaning procedures were observed in
preparation for and during all experiments. Water for the
experiments was obtained from a Millipore Milli-Q UV1
system fed by a Milli-RO system. ThepH was adjusted to
2.060.1 prior to use by adding Baker Ultrex II hydrochloric
acid. The water was stored in a closed 4 L glass vessel and
transferred to the trough using a closed system of PTFE tub-
ing. Before each synchrotron run the apparatus described
above was entirely disassembled, cleaned using detergent
washing and solvent wiping, and reassembled in a clean
hood. The Teflon trough and barrier were cleaned separately
using a multistep procedure which included:

~i! Acetone and chloroform wiping.
~ii ! Wash in a 50–50 mixture of sulfuric acid containing

NO-CHROMIX and water~20–30 min!.
~iii ! Rinse in boiling Milli-Q water~20–30 min!.
~iv! Continuous wash under running Milli-Q water at

room temperature~30–40 min!.

The trough and barrier were mounted and sealed within

the nitrogen purged aluminum box immediately following
the procedure outlined above, thus minimizing the amount of
time the trough was exposed to the ambient environment.
Once in the box, the trough was repeatedly flushed with
Milli-Q water by filling it and then removing the water using
the built-in aspirating glass pipette. This was typically done
20–50 times a day over a period of 2 or 3 days before the
system was clean enough to take isotherms. A clean water
surface was prepared for deposition of a monolayer in the
following manner. With the barrier at the largest surface area
setting~'200 cm2!, the trough was filled with water to form
a large meniscus above the trough’s edges. The surface pres-
sure was then allowed to equilibrate. At equilibrium, the bar-
rier was moved to the end of the trough near the aspirator, at
the smallest surface area setting~'50 cm2!. All the concen-
trated insoluble impurities were then vacuumed off the sur-
face using the aspirator, while simultaneously setting the op-
erational water level. At this point, the barrier was moved
back to the largest surface area setting, and the surface pres-
sure was allowed to re-equilibrate. Prior to spreading a
monolayer, the cleanliness of the freshly prepared water sur-
face was checked by reducing the surface area by a factor of
4. If the surface tension change produced by this compres-
sion was less than 0.08 dynes/cm, and remained stable for a
period of 30 min, the surface was considered to be clean
enough to use. Deposition of a new monolayer was carried
out using a Hamilton microliter syringe with a Teflon tipped
piston. The stock solution of solvent and fatty acid was
added to the water surface by carefully touching the drop
hanging from the end of the needle to the water surface with-
out submerging the needle tip. The newly deposited film was
then allowed to relax and come to equilibrium by monitoring
the surface pressure as a function of time. This initial equili-
bration typically occurred within 15 to 30 min. The deposi-
tion procedure outlined above was found to result in area per
molecule variations of less than approximately 5%. When-
ever flushing, aspirating, or depositing a new monolayer, the
box was continuously purged using zero-grade nitrogen. At
all other times, the enclosure was overpressurized to approxi-
mately 1 psi with zero-grade nitrogen.

C. X-ray background

1. Liquid surface spectrometer

The x-ray measurements were made at beam line X22B
of the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory. The data reported here are the result of
more than six months of beam time over a period of two
years and represent detailed studies of at least 30 different
monolayers.

The liquid surface spectrometer used for these studies
has been described in detail elsewhere,29,30 and the reader is
referred to these references for a complete description. A few
details of interest are given here. The focused beam at the
sample had an angular divergence of 131024 radians in the
vertical and 131023 radians in the horizontal. The distances
from the second monochromator crystal@a single bounce
Ge~111! crystal used to reflect the beam down to the desired
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angle of incidence with respect to the water surface# to
sample and from sample to detector were both 600 mm. In
all diffraction measurements, Soller slits, with the leaves ori-
ented vertically, were placed just before the detector. The
horizontal angular spread accepted by the Soller slits was
331023 radians implying an in-plane resolution ofDQz
'0.024 Å21. A Braun quartz wire position sensitive detector
was placed behind the Soller slits with the wire oriented
vertically, enabling measurements to be simultaneously re-
corded over a range of reflection angles with respect to the
water surface, with a maximum possible angular resolution
from a point scatterer of 831025 radians. For the present
measurements this fine resolution was not necessary, and the
1024 channels electronically available for the 50 mm length
of wire were combined into 4 bins of 256 channels each.
This binning resulted in an angular resolution of 0.02 radians
orDQz50.06 Å21. With a wavelength of 1.52760.06 Å, and
an incident angle of 0.13°~slightly less than the critical angle
for total external reflection from water 0.15°!, the spectrom-
eter can access approximately22<Qxy<2 Å21 and
0<Qz<1 Å21.

2. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction

The techniques by which GIXS is used to determine unit
cell dimensions and molecular orientation in Langmuir
monolayers is now well established.29,31,32The notation used
throughout this paper to describe the dimensions of the 2D-
unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 1. The samples are essentially
two-dimensional powders and so the GIXS structure of the
Langmuir monolayer phases can be characterized by the in-
plane, orQxy , and out of plane,Qz , coordinates of the ob-
served peaks. In this study, as with most others involving
fatty acids, the unit cells for the primary phases possess a

mirror plane and can be characterized by two first order
peaks with coordinates (Qxy

i ,Qz
i ) with i51,2. In the present

study, four distinct phases have been identified, although two
of them appear to have the same point group.

These phases have been labeled by adopting a nomen-
clature analogous to that used to describe smectic liquid
crystal phases with the same in-plane structure;21,22,33how-
ever, to avoid confusion, the Stenhagen notation7 has been
included in parenthesis. As shown in Fig. 2, the alkane
chains of theI (L2) and I 8(L29) phases are tilted towards a
nearest neighbor, while for theF(L28) phase the tilt is in a
direction between a nearest neighbor; theU(CS) phase is
untilted. This study did not distinguish between the two pos-
sible untilted phases,U(CS) andU8(S), and all regions in
which untilted phases were observed will be labeled as
U(CS).10,32Table I lists the alternative nomenclature used to
identify the observed phases elsewhere in the literature and
summarizes the parameters characterizing each phase. In ad-
dition, Fig. 2 schematically depicts the in-plane packing of
these phases.

3. Relaxation isotherms

Except for the few cases in which data were taken as a
function of temperature, at fixed trough area, all of the GIXS
data were taken during relaxation isotherms. Relaxation iso-
therms consist of a sequence of small trough area compres-
sions separated by variable waiting periods.21,22 During the
waiting period, the surface pressure was recorded at intervals
of 1 to 2 min and the next compression occurred only if five
successive measurements ofp were equal to one another
within 0.01 dynes/cm. This criterion allowed enough time
for relaxation processes with decay times on the order of a
few hours, to come to a steady-state value ofp. This was
evident when comparing relaxation isotherms measured us-

FIG. 1. Illustration of the convention to be used in this paper for describing
unit cell dimensions for Langmuir monolayer phases. For an undistorted
triangular lattice the ratiob5)a. If the alkane chains are tilted towards the
nearest-neighbor, say along the~1,0! direction, then the maximum intensity
for the peak atQxy

1 would be in the plane of the figure; the maximum
intensity for the peak atQxy

2 , as well as for the equivalent degenerate peak,
would be out of plane of the figure. If the alkane chains are tilted between
nearest neighbors, as along the~21,1! direction, the maximum intensity for
bothQxy

1 andQxy
2 would be out of the plane; however, theQz value of the

Qxy
1 peak would be twice that of theQz value of theQxy

2 peak.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the in-plane packing for the various
phases observed in this work. The associated lattice parameters (a,b) are
also given. The range of values specified for each parameter represent the
changes observed in going from an uncompressed to a compressed lattice.
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ing the above criterion to relaxation isotherms measured by
allowing each relaxation to continue undisturbed for several
hours. The final steady state values ofp were equivalent for
both of these measurement modes. The relaxation phase dia-
gram for behenic acid was constructed from thep–T coor-
dinates corresponding to phases identified from GIXS mea-
surements after the surface pressure had reached a steady-
state value. Complete measurements for a single temperature
taken in this manner could occupy as long as one or two
days. As a result, stability and cleanliness of the system over
this time frame was of the utmost importance. The require-
ment for stability precluded use of a material that shows
appreciable solubility in the subphase. In this sense, Behenic
acid was found to be very stable when spread on a highly

acidic aqueous subphase~i.e., pH52.0 or less!. Figure 3~b!
shows the surface pressure versus time trace for a relaxation
isotherm at 20 °C. Referring to this figure, three distinct re-
laxation regimes, prior to collapse, were observed. At low
surface pressures@below 1–2 dynes/cm, region I on Fig.
3~b!#, the relaxations are very quick~a few seconds!, and are
not readily visible with the displayed resolution. In the pres-
sure range from 2 to 8 dynes/cm~region II!, relaxations be-
come very slow with decay times of hours. Most of the time,
the decay in this region is well-described by an exponential
form. Overall changes in the surface pressure within each
relaxation in this intermediate pressure regime can be as
large as 1–2 dynes/cm. At higher pressures~region III!, the
relaxations are completed after only a few minutes. To con-
firm that the monolayer was fully relaxed in this region of
the isotherm, we measured several isotherms where each re-
laxation in region III was followed for several hours. The
steady-state values ofp in both cases were identical. How-
ever, in region III, the exponential form is, in general, no
longer a good description of the decay process. This kinetic
behavior, exhibiting fast to slow to fast relaxations~regions
I–III ! as a function of increasing surface pressure, was ob-
served in all films of Behenic acid explored in this work.
Finally, in region IV the monolayer collapses and relaxation
times increase drastically.

This relaxation isotherm should be compared to one that
is typical of the more common isotherms reported in the
literature, in which the film is continuously compressed
while instantaneously measuringp.21,22 For T520 °C, com-
parison between isotherms taken by these two different
methods, as shown in Fig. 3~a!, demonstrates that constant
compression isotherms differ markedly from relaxation iso-
therms. For example, the collapse pressure for a constant
compression isotherm can be as high as 60 dynes/cm! In
relaxation isotherms, the maximum surface pressures reach-
able prior to collapse vary over the range of 11 to 20 dynes/
cm, depending upon the temperature. Generally, constant

TABLE I. In-plane location~Qxy! of the diffraction peaks characterizing the various monolayer phases observed for fatty acids, in this and other pertinent
works. The GIXS peaks with maximum intensity atQz.0 are in italic, while the in-plane peaks~Qz50! are in normal type. Doubly degenerate peaks are
indicated by~2! following the quoted value ofQxy . All values have units of Å

21. A range of values indicates the change inQxy observed upon compression
of the film.

Nomenclature Monolayer phase

This work I I 8 F U8 U
Ref. 9 D B C A8 A
Ref. 7 L2 L29 L28 CS S

Chain Length

20 1.48–1.51
••• ••• ••• •••

Ref. 51 1.46–1.50~2!
21 1.44 1.68 1.505~2! 1.67 1.68
Ref. 9 ? 1.51~2! 1.66 1.51~2! 1.51~2!
22 1.42

•••
1.48~2! 1.62 1.68

Ref. 10 ? 1.57 1.50~2! 1.51~2!
22 1.42–1.44 1.68–1.695 1.46–1.48~2!

•••
1.64–1.66

This work 1.40–1.46~2! 1.40–1.45~2! 1.53–1.57 1.51~2!
24 1.44–1.46 ••• 1.49–1.50~2! 1.66 •••
Ref. 22 1.42–1.47~2! 1.54–1.60 1.52~2!

FIG. 3. ~a! Comparison of a constant rate of compression isotherm~dashed
line! and a relaxation isotherm~solid line! for a monolayer of Behenic acid
at 20 °C on a 0.1 M HCl aqueous subphase. The rate of compression for the
constant compression isotherm was 8 Å2/min. ~b! This inset shows the time
trace of the relaxation isotherm. Each segment on the time trace corresponds
to the relaxation inp after a compression step. The four regions~I–IV !
identified are discussed in the text.
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compression isotherms show higher collapse pressures for a
given trough area and temperature. Finally, in constant com-
pression, isotherm features taken to indicate phase transitions
~i.e., kinks or plateaus! are observed for pressures larger than
the collapse pressure of a relaxed monolayer. Analogous fea-
tures are missing in the relaxation isotherms. However, re-
laxation isotherms can exhibit other anomalous features
@such as the discontinuous change in compressibility at 23.5
Å2/mol and 4 dynes/cm in Fig. 3~a!#, that seem to be washed
out in the constant compression isotherm counterpart. These
effects will be discussed later.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. The p-T phase diagram

Figure 4 shows one of the principal results of the present
study, namely the surface pressure~p! vs temperature phase
diagram for Behenic acid on water~pH52.0, HCl buffer!,
constructed from GIXS measurements. The observations and
analysis upon which this diagram is based will be described
below. As was mentioned above, the general morphology is
similar to phase diagrams that have been previously pre-
sented by others. However, there are significant quantitative
differences that will be discussed. Regions occupied by the
four distinct phases,I (L2), I 8(L29), F(L28), andU(CS), are
indicated on the diagram.

The I (L2) phase occupies the lower right hand corner of
the phase diagram above temperatures of 4.960.25 °C, and
extends to pressures as high as 11.5 dynes/cm at 12 °C.
Structurally, this phase is characterized by a collective mo-
lecular tilt toward the nearest-neighbor~designated as NN!.
For an uncompressed film, the average value of the molecu-
lar tilt, u, is 32.5°; however,u as small as;26.5° has been
observed when theI (L2) phase is compressed. The molecu-
lar area calculated from the observed diffraction peaks~here-
tofore referred to as x-ray area orAX!, ranges from 22.960.2
Å2/mol for an uncompressed film, to 21.460.2 Å2/mol at the
highest surface pressure attainable while in this phase. The
rectangular unit cell axis ratiob/a @see Fig. 5~a! and~b!# for
the uncompressed lattice is on average 1.6860.02, corre-
sponding to distorted hexagonal, with the distortion extend-
ing along the tilt direction~1,0!. As theI (L2) phase is com-
pressed, this ratio passes through a value of)51.732,
indicating perfect hexagonal packing, even though the tilt
breaks the hexagonal symmetry of the monolayer. Further
compression again produces a distorted lattice with a maxi-
mum b/a ratio in excess of)51.732, indicating that the
cell is now extended perpendicular to the tilt direction. For
high enough temperatures, where compression induces a
transition from theI (L2) to theF(L28) phase the ratio ofb/a
grows to a maximum of 1.7760.02 within theI (L2) phase. It
is also important to point out that at room temperature
~20.6 °C! the I (L2) phase is the only phase observed. Al-
though previously published work10 has described the exist-
ence of other phases at higher pressures in this temperature
region, they are not seen in relaxed monolayers for which the
I (L2) phase is the only stable phase from a pressure of 0
dynes/cm up to the collapse pressure of approximately 9

dynes/cm~see Fig. 4!. The collapse pressures measured vary
between 9 and 15 dynes/cm over the temperature range of
3 °C to 20.6 °C. It is likely that similar collapse pressures
will occur over the range of 25 °C to 30 °C. Because of this,
we suspect that the rotator phases previously reported10 at
these higher temperatures, at pressures above the collapse

FIG. 4. ~a!. Surface pressurep vs temperature phase diagram for Behenic
acid on a 0.1 M HCl aqueous subphase. An x-ray measurement was made at
each symbol. The various phases identified within this phase space are rep-
resented using different symbols. TheI (L2) phase is shown as filled circles,
the I 8(L29) phase appears as open circles, the open squares represent the
F(L28) phase, and theU(CS) phase is depicted using filled squares. The
thick shaded lines locate theI 8(L29)/I (L2), I 8(L29)/F(L28), and
I (L2)/F(L28) boundaries about theI 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28) triple point. Their
thickness is representative of the uncertainty associated with the position of
these boundaries in the vicinity of the triple point. The dashed lines show
the position of theI (L2)/F(L28) and U(CS)/F(L28) phase boundaries.
These boundaries are shown as straight dashed lines because precise mea-
surements of their curvature were not made. Solid segments along these
dashed lines identify where an isotherm measurement was observed and
followed across the boundary. Note that the temperature axis is broken at
13 °C, so as to show the room temperature~20.6 °C! data.~b!. For added
clarity, this figure reproduces only the phase boundaries observed in the
surface pressurep vs temperature phase diagram presented in~a!.
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pressure would not be seen in relaxed monolayers of behenic
acid.

The I 8(L29) phase occupies the lower left hand corner of
the phase diagram, forT<5 °C andp<8–9 dynes/cm. The
phase is similar to theI (L2) phase in that it is also tilted
toward the~1,0! nearest neighbor; however, the distortion of
the 2D triangular packing in the tilt direction is much larger
than for theI (L2) phase. Typical values of theb/a ratio vary
from 1.3560.02 at lowp to 1.4060.02 after compression
@see Fig. 5~c! and~d!#. In the uncompressed stateu is 26.5°;
however, values as small as 20° are observed after compres-
sion. Similarly, in the uncompressed stateAX is 20.960.2
Å2/mol; however, values as small as 19.460.2 Å2/mol are
observed after compression of theI 8(L29) phase.

TheF(L28) phase is tilted toward the next nearest neigh-
bor @designated as NNN and perpendicular to the~0,1! direc-
tion indicated in Fig. 1#. The hexagonal unit cell is distorted
in the direction of the tilt with ab/a ratio of 1.6560.02@see
Fig. 5~a! and~b!#, and, over the range ofF(L28) existence, it
does not vary withp and temperature beyond the established
error bars. The molecular area can vary from 20.960.2
Å2/mol at the lowest pressures for which this phase can be
observed, to 20.060.2 Å2/mol as it is compressed. Concur-
rently, u changes from 22.5° to 19°.

At higher pressures, and temperatures lower than;9 °C,
the F(L28) phase transforms to the untiltedU(CS) phase.
However, at temperatures above 11 °C and the highest pres-
sures, the monolayers are often not stable, and this instability
is presumed to be a collapse into the third dimension. Al-
though theF(L28) phase is regularly observed, the boundary
between regions of instability and thermodynamic equilib-
rium is not precisely located.

The I 8(L29) andF(L28) phases are separated by a steep
boundary joining theI (L2)/I 8(L29)/F(L28) triple point at
3.560.5 dynes/cm and 5.060.5 °C, and what is probably an

upper triple point around 8.361.0 dynes/cm.10,9,32,34Tem-
perature scans at fixedAT were used to follow the essentially
vertical I 8(L29)/F(L28) phase boundary at approximately
5 °C fromp54 to 8.5 dynes/cm,~these values being uncer-
tain to approximately 60.5 dyne/cm!; while the
I (L2)/F(L28) boundary was located through a series of re-
laxation isotherms at various temperatures between 5.5 °C
and 15 °C. However, supercooling effects~to be discussed
shortly! made it difficult to accurately identify the location of
I (L2)/I 8(L29) phase boundary directly from GIXS observa-
tions, during scans of temperature at fixedAT . Furthermore,
small temperature drifts made it difficult to obtain precise
measurements near theI (L2)/I 8(L29)/F(L28) triple point. It
will be explained in the discussion and interpretation how,
by application of the Clausius–Clapeyron relation and the
measured location and slopes of theI 8(L29)/F(L28) and
I (L2)/F(L28) phase boundaries away from the triple point,
the I (L2)/I 8(L29)/F(L28) triple point and theI (L2)/I 8(L29)
boundary were located.

Returning to the discussion of supercooling effects ob-
served at theI (L2)/I 8(L29) boundary, we specifically ob-
served that in temperature scans atp'0 dynes/cm, it was
often possible to supercool a monolayer spread in theI (L2)
phase to temperatures 1.3 °C lower than theI (L2)/I 8(L29)
boundary before observing the transition in GIXS to the
I 8(L29) phase. It was also possible to spread a metastable
film into the I (L2) phase at temperatures below that point
identified in Fig. 4 as theI 8(L29)/I (L2) boundary.

On the other hand, Brewster angle microscopy~BAM !
observations upon heating films~to be described below!
spread at low temperatures and finite values ofp do show
the I 8(L29)/I (L2) transition at the position indicated on the
phase diagram. Referring to Fig. 6, the transition can be seen
at p'2.7 dynes/cm by a drastic change in the coarseness of
the powder as a 1.4 °C step between 4.7 and 6.1 °C is made.
Furthermore, image analysis of the various domains visible
in such images shows a quantitative35 increase in the bire-
fringence in going from 4.7 to 6.1 °C, consistent with the
increase in the averageu of the monolayer that is seen in
GIXS measurements of the transition between theI 8(L29)
andI (L2) phases. Supercooling effects were not observed at
the I 8(L29)/F(L28) boundary.

Completing the description of thep–T phase diagram,
theU(CS) phase is observed to occupy the upper left hand
corner of our diagram. In this study, theI 8(L29) to U(CS)
transition was only measured with a limited number of iso-
therms and the position of the phase boundary has not been
determined precisely. In most published reports using con-
stant compression rate isotherms, theI 8(L29)/U(CS) coex-
istence curve is shown to be nearly horizontal or with a small
positive slope.10,11However, some researchers have also de-
picted this boundary with a negative slope.13 The
literature8,10,36also suggests that at slightly higher tempera-
ture there should be another nearly vertical phase boundary
separating slightly different untiltedU(CS) and U8(S)
phases. This boundary is usually presented as extending up-

FIG. 5. Changes in theb/a ratio upon compression from theI (L2) to the
F(L28) phase at 11.5 °C and 8.8 °C@~a! and~b!#, and from theI (L2) to the
I 8(L29) phase at 4.7 °C and 4.6 °C@~c! and~d!#. Note that the transitions are
sharp and without evidence of coexistence. A value ofb/a equal to)
indicates perfect hexagonal packing.
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ward from apresumed triple point, which is not located in
Fig. 4, at the top of theF(L28) region. In this study, such a
phase boundary has not been identified and although this
entire region is referred to here as being occupied by the

U(CS) phase, the existence of theU8(S) phase would not be
contested if it were to be shown to exist in relaxed films. The
x-ray area of theU(CS) phase observed in this work is
relatively incompressible, withAX518.860.2 Å2/mol.

FIG. 6. BAM images of the transition from theI 8(L29) phase to theI (L2) phase. Images~A!, ~C!, and~E! correspond to thes-polarized light reflected from
the monolayer, while images~B!, ~D!, and~F! representp-polarized light. Frames~A! and~B! show the film in the uncompressed state~0 dynes/cm! at 2.1 °C
while in the I 8(L29) phase. The polarization dependence observed in these images is indicative of a tilted phase. Note the presence of several ‘‘holes’’ with
no polarization dependence of the reflected light@dark regions in frame~A!# in the uncompressed monolayer. In addition, the domains making up the film@see
~B!# are small, and the powder is very fine.~C! and~D! show the film while still in theI 8(L29) after a slow compression to 2.3 dynes/cm and heating to 4.7 °C.
The holes observed in the uncompressed film have disappeared, mainly as a result of the compression, but the polydomain texture of the sample is still very
fine. Furthermore, several point like, brightly reflecting three-dimensional microcrystallites have appeared within the monolayer phase. These crystallites are
observed to be strongly absorbing forp-polarized light@note the ‘‘disappearance’’ of the bright crystallites between~C! and ~D!#. ~E! and ~F! show the
monolayer after heating the film to 6.1 °C. The transition to theI (L2) phase has taken place as observed by~1! the considerably coarser nature of the
polydomain texture for the sample,~2! the larger size of the brightly reflecting three-dimensional microcrystallites, and~3! quantitative birefringence changes
~Ref. 35!. The white bar indicates a length scale of 100mm.
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B. Relaxation isotherms and temperature scans

1. Relaxation isotherms

In this section, the manner in which the phase bound-
aries presented in Fig. 4 were identified through GIXS mea-
surements during~i! isothermal compressions of a monolayer
in the relaxation manner, or~ii ! temperature scans at fixedAT

will be illustrated. Although measurements from individual
isotherms often display one or another anomalous feature,
~see Fig. 9! from repeated measurement it was possible to
distinguish the systematic and reproducible properties from
anomalous features and to then verify the self-consistency of
the conclusions with other experimental tools~i.e., BAM ob-
servations!. The phase diagrams reported here represent the
results of those efforts. In addition, details of how the respec-
tive isotherms can be interpreted to yield further information
on the various phases and phase transitions will be discussed.

In Fig. 7 plots are shown for the x-ray determined mo-
lecular area,AX ; alkane chain tilt,u; and surface pressure,p;
as a function of the macroscopic area per molecule deposited
on the trough,AT ; for relaxation isotherms taken on two
different Langmuir monolayers at 20.6 °C. The isotherms
@Fig. 7~c!# were measured simultaneously with the diffrac-
tion measurements determiningAX @Fig. 7~a!# and u @Fig.
7~b!#. The solid line in Fig. 7~a! corresponds toAX5AT , and
indicates what would be expected from a homogeneous

monolayer phase, for which equal changes inAX andAT are
expected. Although phase transitions will generally be indi-
cated by a change in the type of symbol used, for this figure
the I (L2) phase is the only phase observed throughout the
entire range of this measurement. Referring to Fig. 7, note
that, upon spreading, the x-ray area is smaller than the trough
area. This indicates that the monolayer is not homogenous in
this region of the isotherm and, as has been previously re-
ported, it consists of islands of the orderedI (L2) phase in
coexistence with a lower density phase.21,22From BAM mea-
surements, this lower density phase was observed to be a
gaseous phase with immeasurably small density. The uncom-
pressedI (L2) phase is characterized by a resolution limited
in-plane ~Qz50 Å21! GIXS peak atQxy51.42 Å21, and a
degenerate out-of-plane~Qz50.74 Å21! peak atQxy51.40
Å21, generally broader than the resolution limit.

The in-plane diffraction peak is resolution limited, indi-
cating that the ordered phase consists of crystalline~or
hexatic! domains. Although BAM observations show islands
that can be several millimeters wide, stochastic variations in
Bragg intensities imply that the macroscopic islands them-
selves contain a mosaic distribution of;10 mm crystallites
separated by small angle grain boundaries.22,26 In theory, the
line shape of these diffraction peaks gives information re-
garding the type and extent of the real-space correlations;
however, the observed scattering was not strong enough to
allow distinction between algebraic, Lorentzian or Gaussian
line shapes. All diffraction peaks were thus fitted using a
Gaussian form superimposed on a linear background to ac-
count for the bulk scattering.

Upon compression from a trough area of 30 Å2/mol,
2(]p/]AT)T begins to increase linearly atAT'24.5 Å2/mol.
However, neitherAX nor the position of the diffraction peaks
begins to change linearly withAT , until AT'23 Å2/mol.
Most of the time, the out-of-plane degenerate peak for the
I (L2) phase is not resolution limited, but the shift in itsQxy

position is always observed to be larger than that for the
in-plane peak, indicating that the lattice compresses prima-
rily along the tilt direction. Furthermore, theQz position of
the out-of-plane peak decreases with decreasing trough area,
implying an untilting of the monolayer. The magnitude of
these changes is summarized in Fig. 7 in terms ofAX @Fig.
7~a!# and u @Fig. 7~b!#. At the highest pressures, the x-ray
area,AX , shrinks by approximately 1 Å2/mol for a similar
reduction inAT , implying that in this region of the isotherm
the film is homogeneous. The tilt angle systematically
changes from 33° to 27°.

For an orthorhombic symmetry, calculated values ofu
that ensure closest packing of the hydrocarbon chains are:
34.5°, 31.5°, 27°, 19°, and 0°.37,38The uncompressed mono-
layer tilt angle of 33° is thus reasonably close to what one
would expect for a close-packed arrangement, and it is
tempting to think that microscopic interchain strains associ-
ated with compression of the film may be responsible for the
transitions to either theI 8(L29) or F(L28) phases. Data to be
shown below support this hypothesis. Nevertheless, it is also
necessary to take into account thermal effects. For example,
from the representation of the phase diagram in terms ofp

FIG. 7. Plot of the x-ray areaAX , the molecular tilt, and the surface pressure
p versus the trough areaAT , for a relaxation isotherm in theI (L2) phase at
20.6 °C. The isotherm@~c!# was constructed simultaneously with the diffrac-
tion measurements determiningAX and the molecular tilt@~a! and~b!#. The
solid line in ~a! corresponds toAX5AT , and indicates what we would ex-
pect from a homogeneous monolayer phase. Data from two distinct films
~large open and small filled diamonds! are shown in~c! in order to give
some indication of the reproducibility possible in these measurements.
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andu ~see Fig. 14 below! one can see that althoughu for the
transition fromI 8(L29) to F(L28) andL8(L29) to I (L2) de-
pends onp, the slopes,dp/du, within the I (L2) andF(L28)
single phase regions are independent of temperature~within
the error bars of the measurement,60.5°!, with the limiting
u value for theI (L2) phase varying from about 29.5° at 0
dynes/cm to 26.5° at 11 dynes/cm. In addition, abovep52
dynes/cm~where the ordered portion of the monolayer is
observed to be homogeneous!, the changeDu across the
I (L2)/F(L28) and I (L2)/I 8(L29) coexistence regions is
nearly independent ofp, varying from 4°60.5° at 2
dynes/cm to 3°60.5° at 11 dynes/cm.

Finally, it is important to note the discontinuous change
in the macroscopic compressibility@i.e., a change in
(]p/]AT)T# of the monolayer atAT523 Å2/mol @see Fig.
7~c!#, and the similar feature that was previously noted in the
relaxation isotherm in Fig. 3. A commonly invoked explana-
tion of features like this, when observed in constant com-
pression isotherms, is that the change implies a phase trans-
formation. However, such a transition is not reflected in the
x-ray measurements, where the monolayer is observed to re-
main in theI (L2) phase. What is observed is thatAX appears
to be unchanged forDAT'1 Å2/mol. The effect is barely
within the error bars, however, the data is highly suggestive.
A more likely interpretation is that the monolayer is not per-

fectly homogeneous and at this temperature,p'3.5
dynes/cm is sufficient to squeeze out defects, voids, or other
imperfections in the monolayer. It follows from this, that the
macroscopic pressurep for the compressed monolayer is not
precisely equal to the intrinsic thermodynamic pressure.
However, by always taking data in the same manner, allow-
ing time for relaxation effects to be completed, it is believed
that such effects have been minimized.

Referring to the phase diagram~Fig. 4!, the transition
between theI (L2) andF(L28) phases is observed between
5.0 °C and 12 °C. Figure 8 summarizes the changes inAX , u
andp as a function ofAT for a relaxation isotherm taken at
6.7 °C. The monolayer spreads to form theI (L2) phase.
Once again it is noted that the initialAX is smaller thanAT .
Thus, the measurement starts in a coexistence between the
I (L2) phase and a dilute gas phase, just as in the room tem-
perature measurement discussed above. The initial value of
AX'22.7 Å2/mol and u'32° are in close agreement with
those observed at 20.6 °C, and this indicates a very small
thermal coefficient of expansion. Compression fromAT530
Å2/mol to 18 Å2/mol does not change eitherAX or u. For
AT<18 Å2/mol the pressure begins to rise, concurrently the

FIG. 8. X-ray and thermodynamic data summarizing the relaxation isotherm
taken at 6.7 °C. TheI (L2) ~filled circles! to F(L28) ~open squares! to
U(CS) ~filled squares! phase transitions are shown on~a! and~b!. Note that
the each transition involves a discontinuous change in bothAX and the tilt
angle. Furthermore, the transitions are abrupt with no evidence for a coex-
istence region. Finally, note that theI (L2) to F(L28) transition occurs well
beyond the observed change in compressibility observed atAT516.4 Å2/mol
in ~c!. The solid line in~a! corresponds toAX5AT , and indicates what we
would expect from a homogeneous monolayer phase.

FIG. 9. Another example of theI (L2) ~filled circles! to F(L28) ~open
squares! phase transition as observed upon isothermal compression of a
monolayer at 8.8 °C. The transition occurs between the points labeled 1 and
2 on ~a! and ~b!. Note that the change inAX involved across this transition
is negligible, but the change in tilt angle is discontinuous. Once again we
observe the transition well beyond the change in compressibility seen at
19.0 Å2/mol. Points labeled 3–6 were measured upon expansion of the film.
Note that thep–A isotherm exhibits some hysteresis upon expansion, and
that theF(L28) phase persist toAT values larger than 18 Å

2/mol. The tran-
sition back to theI (L2) phase~point 5 to point 6! coincides well with the
change in compressibility observed at 19 Å2/mol. Once again, the solid line
in panel ~a! corresponds toAX5AT , and indicates what we would expect
from a homogeneous monolayer phase.
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x-ray area begins to decrease. Note that at this point in the
isotherm,AT is 4 to 5 Å

2/mol smaller than the more realistic
measured values ofAX . Furthermore, the small value ofAT

is not physically realistic and it is indicative of the uncertain-
ties that accompany attempts to develop a phase diagram in
terms ofAT . Withstanding this discrepancy between the val-
ues ofAT andAX , while in the I (L2) phase the monolayer
attains a homogeneous state in which changes inAT are re-
flected by equal changes inAX .

At AT516.4 Å2/mol andp'4 dynes/cm thep–AT @Fig.
8~c!# isotherm exhibits a clear discontinuous change of com-
pressibility. This feature was repeatedly observed on other
isotherms and, without the benefit of simultaneous GIXS
measurements, such features have commonly been inter-
preted as indicating the onset of a phase transformation.
However, the x-ray data shows that the monolayer persists in
the I (L2) phase for approximately 1.5 Å2/mol further com-
pression. More importantly, the true area per molecule for
the I (L2) phase at this transition isAX521.6 Å2/mol, chang-
ing discontinuously toAX520.9 Å2/mol once in theF(L28)
phase, indicating a first order phase transition. At this point,
it is important to note that, as we will see throughout the rest
of this paper, all phase transitions we observed lacked coex-
istence regions where both phases were observed simulta-
neously by GIXS. Thus, in this work, we identify first order
phase transitions as those transitions exhibiting a discontinu-
ous change ofAX .

The diffraction peaks characterizing theF(L28) phase
~see Table I!, were generally not resolution limited, and were
both observed to be out-of-plane~Qz50.29 Å21 and 0.60
Å21!, indicating that the tilt order had changed from pointing
toward the nearest neighbor to pointing toward the next-
nearest neighbor. Also note, from Fig. 4, 13, and 14 below,
that with decreasingp the phase transition from theI (L2) to
I 8(L29) phase replaces the transition fromI (L2! to F(L28)
right after the triple point at whichu I 85uF'26°. In addition,
note that the lowest values ofu for which theF(L28) phase
is stable~see Fig. 14! is close to the value of 19° which
would indicate closest packing of the hydrocarbon chains.
This is another point that must be considered in examination
of the idea previously mentioned that internal strains in the
chain–chain packing may be responsible for these structural
transitions.

Between 9 and 10 dynes/cm, a discontinuous transition
to theU(CS) phase is observed by the appearance of two
resolution limited peaks, corresponding to zero tilt angle and
AX518.9 Å2/mol. Following initial relaxation ofp, both the
surface pressure and the x-ray structure of theU(CS) and
F(L28) phases were stable for periods in excess of 12 hours.

Even with the anomalous features already discussed, iso-
therms like those shown in Fig. 8 were reproducibly ob-
served. On the other hand,on very rare occasions, isotherms
with different features which are not reproducible, like the
one shown in Fig. 9 taken at 8.8 °C are observed@note that
on Fig. 12~a! we display data corresponding to an isotherm
also taken at 8.8 °C, that does not exhibit the anomalous
features we discuss next for the data shown in Fig. 9#. Once
again there is a significant offset between the data and the

solid line,AX5AT . This might have been partially due to the
region in thep–AT isotherm @Fig. 9~c!# at AT'20 to 21
Å2/mol where a short plateau is observed. The value ofp at
which this occurs is similar to the values of the anomalous
features noted in regard to Fig. 3, 7, and 8, and the same
interpretation is most likely. Once again, this does not seem
to correspond to a phase transition. On further compression
incremental changesDAT are matched by equal changes in
DAX . Further increases inp yield compressibility character-
istic of the I (L2) phase. The unlabeled filled in points in
Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! represent data taken on compression. The
remaining points are labeled in the order in which they were
recorded. The kink atAT519 Å2/mol and 8.5 dynes/cm is
reproducibly observed onp–AT isotherms measured about
this temperature and could be taken to indicate the onset of a
phase transformation. However, according to the x-ray data,
the I (L2) to F(L28) phase transition takes place between
points marked 1 and 2, atAT518 Å2/mol ~AX520.7 Å2/mol!
and 9.8 dynes/cm. TheI (L2) to F(L28) transition is sharp,
with a negligible change inAX , but a discontinuous change
in u from 26.8° to 21.6°. Upon expansion toAT.18.0
Å2/mol, theF(L28) phase persists untilAT is increased to 19
Å2/mol, andp drops to 4.8 dynes/cm, at which point the
I (L2) phase reforms~point marked 6 on Fig. 9!. Hysteresis
was reproducibly observed on expansion whenever a mono-
layer was compressed to a trough area beyond the high pres-
sure kink seen in the isotherm. Expansion initiated prior to

FIG. 10. X-ray and thermodynamic data summarizing the relaxation iso-
therm at 4.7 °C. TheI 8(L29) ~open circles! to I (L2) ~filled circles! phase
transition is shown on~a! and~b!. The transition involves an abrupt, discon-
tinuous change in bothAX and the tilt angle, with no evidence for a coex-
istence region. Finally, note that the transition occurs atAT521.9 Å2/mol,
well beyond the observed change in compressibility atAT523 Å2/mol.
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reaching this feature did not result in any hysteresis.
Referring to Fig. 9, a further anomaly can be pointed

out. The smallest value ofAX observed in theI (L2) phase on
compression~20.7 Å2/mol! is approximately 0.7 Å2/mol
smaller than expected when compared with numerous other
values measured over a range of temperatures and surface
pressures@see thep–AX phase diagram displayed below in
Fig. 13, where the~p,AX! point at 10.2 dynes/cm and 20.7
Å2/mol is shown as anX#. It is believed that for this particu-
lar monolayer theI (L2) phase is supercompressed to ap-
proximatelydAX'0.7 Å2/mol smaller area than the equilib-
rium phase boundary.

Data for theI (L2) to I 8(L29) phase transition as ob-
served on an isotherm taken at 4.7 °C are illustrated in Fig.
10. Upon spreading, the film is found once again to be inho-
mogeneous. Once the pressure begins to increase,AX starts
to decrease proportionally to changes inAT . Starting at
AT'23 Å2/mol and 2.4 dynes/cm, the onset of a plateau in
the p–AT isotherm is observed. Once again, such features
are commonly interpreted as the onset of a first order phase
transition with coexistence of the two phases. However, the
x-ray data only shows a sharp phase transition to theI 8(L29)
phase occurring at the end of this plateau~AT521.9 Å2/mol!,
over a change in areaDAT<0.2 Å2/mol, where the pressure
is beginning to rise. Generally, both the in-plane and out-of-
plane~Qz50.52 Å21! diffraction peaks characteristic of the
I 8(L29) phase were found to be resolution limited. Once
again we point out that no coexistence ofI (L2) and I 8(L29)
phases was observed by GIXS. The change inAX across the
phase transition is approximately 2 Å2/mol, which correlates
well with the width of the plateau on thep–AT isotherm and
the values foru change discontinuously from 32° to 24°. The
I (L2) phase is stable for many hours in the plateau region.

2. Temperature scans (isochores)

Referring to Fig. 4, the phase transition between the
I 8(L29) andF(L2) phases is nearly isothermal and the tem-
perature is not stable enough that the transition can be char-
acterized by a relaxation isotherm of the type shown in Fig.
10. Consequently, this transition was characterized by tem-
perature scans, in which the trough area is held fixed while
the surface pressure changes as a function of changing tem-
perature. Since the macroscopic density is held fixed, it
would be appropriate to refer to these measurements as iso-
chores. However, although the macroscopic density~i.e.,AT!
is fixed, the x-ray areaAX changes as a function of tempera-
ture, and to avoid any confusion that could arise because of
this we have purposely chosen to refer to this set of measure-
ments simply as temperature scans. The particular series of
temperature scans presented here all started from the lowest
temperature attainable in our system~;3 °C!, below the

FIG. 11. Summary plot of the temperature scans discussed in this section.
All of the scans represented on this figure were collected as a function of
increasing temperature. The thermodynamic data extracted from the three
temperature scans labeled Film 1, 2, and 3 is summarized in Table II. The
initial surface pressure in each of these scans was achieved by compressing
the film as in a relaxation isotherm. The arrows indicate where the phase
transition was observed, and the solid lines are only a guide to the eye.

FIG. 12. ~a! Plot of several isotherms on thep–AX plane. Phases are iden-
tifiable as follows: theI (L2) phase is shown as filled circles, theI 8(L29)
phase appears as open circles, the open squares represent theF(L28) phase,
and theU(CS) phase is depicted using filled squares. The sequence of
temperatures corresponding to the isotherms shown is as follows:~A!
4.7 °C,~B! 5.7 °C,~C! 6.7 °C,~D! 8.8 °C,~E! 11.5 °C, and~F! 20.6 °C. The
solid lines represent linear fits to the data, except in cases where two or less
points for a given phase on a given isotherm were present.~b! The com-
pressibility for each phase, extracted from the linear fits of the data dis-
played in~a!, is plotted as a function of temperature. Phases in this figure are
identified using the same symbols used in~a!.
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I (L2)/I 8(L29) boundary, insuring that spreading occurs in
the I 8(L29) phase. This is important because relaxation iso-
therms of a film spread in theI 8(L29) phase do not show the
anomalous features that were reported in discussing iso-
therms of monolayers spread in theI (L2) phase. After
spreading, the film was compressed just as in a relaxation
isotherm to the surface pressure at which the temperature
scan was initiated. The temperature was typically changed in
steps of 1–2 °C, allowing for both temperature and surface
pressure to come to steady state values before making any
x-ray measurements.

Figure 11 shows a compilation of the temperature scans
at fixedAT ~connected symbols!, plotted against the phase
boundaries that were shown in Fig. 4. The single most im-
portant feature consistently observed is a sharp change in the
slope of thep vs temperature trace immediately following
the point where GIXS indicated a phase transition from
I 8(L29) to F(L28) ~shown by the arrows on Fig. 11!. It is
also important to note that the location of the phase transition
does not depend strongly on the initialp over the range
explored by these data~5–7 dynes/cm!, indicating that the
coexistence curve does not possess pronounced curvature in
this pressure range. Combining the temperature scan data
and the data recorded on isothermal compressions close to
the I 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28) triple point, a lower limit on the
slope of theI 8(L29)/F(L28) coexistence line can be set at
dp/dT51766 dynes/cm-°C.

C. The p–AX phase diagram

A principal point of this manuscript, alluded to in the
previous discussion, is that the occurrence of anomalies in
p–AT isotherms make thep–AT plane a poor choice for
representation of the Langmuir monolayer phase diagram.
We suspect that the anomalies are either due to disordered
regions that our x-ray measurements do not probe, or due to
other effects such as 3D crystallites that form outside the
sample area exposed to the x rays. These regions affect the
compressibility or other properties of the monolayer and can
be responsible for kinks or other anomalous features. The
thermodynamic role of these regions in influencing the phase
behavior of the ordered parts of the monolayer is unclear;
however, by allowing the monolayer to relax, a consistent
thermodynamic description of the behavior of the ordered
regions of the monolayer emerges. This description is best
represented in thep–AX plane which explicitly excludes re-
gions that our x-ray measurements do not probe.

Isotherms plotted in thep–AX plane enable the determi-
nation of the compressibility of the ordered phases, and the
extent to which transitions are continuous or discontinuous
in AX . This is illustrated in Fig. 12~a!, where a series of
isotherms is plotted in terms ofp vs AX . Referring to this
figure, the compressibility21/AX(]AX/]p)T of the I (L2)
phase determined forp.2 dynes/cm~where the ordered
phase is found to be homogeneous!, is observed to be tem-
perature dependent@see Fig. 12~b!#; varying nonlinearly
from 0.613102260.0431022 ~dynes/cm!21 at 20.6 °C to a
maximum of 2.53102260.331022 ~dynes/cm!21 at 4.7 °C.

Similarly, 21/AX(]AX/]p)T for the F(L28) phase is also
observed to depend on temperature, increasing from
1.023102260.1031022 ~dynes/cm!21 at 8.8 °C to
1.823102260.2231022 ~dynes/cm!21 at 5.7 °C. Finally, the
compressibility for theU(CS) and I 8(L29) at 4.7 °C were
measured to be 0.383102260.1131022 ~dynes/cm!21 and
1.353102260.1131022 ~dynes/cm!21, respectively. Unfor-
tunately, not enough data was collected for these two phases
to determine the temperature dependence of their compress-
ibility. At the lowest temperatures~below 6 °C!, where a
measurement of21/AX(]AX/]p)T was made for all four
phases, one finds the compressibility to decrease in the order:
I (L2).F(L28).I 8(L29).U(CS). Since the packing ar-

FIG. 13. ~a! Surface pressure versus x-ray area phase diagram. Each symbol
represents an individual x-ray measurement. Phases are identifiable as fol-
lows: theI (L2) phase is shown as filled circles, theI 8(L29) phase appears as
open circles, the open squares represent theF(L28) phase, and theU(CS)
phase is depicted using filled squares. Solid lines labeled with a temperature
identify a series of isotherms. Thick dashed lines are used to mark phase
boundaries and identify coexistence regions. Note that on this phase dia-
gram, theI 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28) and the upper triple points are represented
by horizontal shaded areas, centered at 3.5 and 8.9 dynes/cm, respectively.
The thin horizontal dashed line atp52 dynes/cm indicates the following:
below this pressure the Langmuir film is observed to be inhomogeneous,
whereas above this pressure the film is observed to be homogeneous.~b! For
added clarity, this figure reproduces only the phase boundaries observed in
the surface pressurep vs x-ray area phase diagram presented in~a!.
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rangement for both theI 8(L29) and U(CS) phases is ob-
served to be the two-dimensional analog of a stable polymor-
phic fatty acid bulk crystalline phase,38 these phases should
be relatively incompressible. Similarly, a bulk analog is not
found for theI (L2) phase, and its larger compressibility is
consistent with the observation that, in this region~below
6 °C!, the diffraction peaks characterizing theI (L2) phase
are not resolution limited. Thus, the order of compressibili-
ty’s reported here seems to be consistent with these observa-
tions, and it appears that one can indeed use isotherms plot-

ted on thep–AX plane to determine the compressibility of
ordered phases in Langmuir monolayers.

Figure 13 shows the phase diagram of Behenic acid as a
function ofp–AX . Each point represents an individual GIXS
measurement and the different phases are represented by the
same symbols that were used in Fig. 4. The solid lines la-
beled with temperatures identify a series of isotherms, and
coexistence regions are defined using thicker dashed lines.
Our location for theI 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28) and upper triple
points~see Fig. 4! are represented on the diagram in Fig. 13
by horizontal shaded areas centered at approximately 3.5 and
8.7 dynes/cm. The location of theI 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28)
triple point is based on the Clausius–Clapeyron relation dis-
cussed below.

The I (L2) phase exists in a narrow region of the phase
diagram, never more than'1 Å2/mol wide for a given tem-
perature, covering a range ofAX from 23 Å2/mol to 21.2
Å2/mol and extending from 0 dynes/cm to 11 dynes/cm. Be-
low 3.5 dynes/cm and at smallerAX , there is a coexistence
region between theI (L2) and theI 8(L29) phases. Within the
homogeneous region, the width of this coexistence varies,
from DAX;1.5 Å2/mol at 2 dynes/cm to 1.1 Å2/mol at the
I 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28) triple point, reflecting mostly the
compressibility of theI (L2) phase. Above 3.5 dynes/cm,
there is anI (L2) –F(L28) coexistence which is about 0.5
Å2/mol wide at theI 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28) triple point, and
remains constant to 11.5 dynes/cm. As mentioned earlier,
although theI (L2) to F(L28) transition observed in the iso-
therm shown in Fig. 9 appears to occur withDAX'0, it is
believed to have been an anomalous observation in which the
I (L2) phase persisted past the normal phase boundary.

The I 8(L29) phase has an intermediateAX and is located
at low pressures, while theF(L28) phase is observed at in-
termediateAX and high pressures. TheI 8(L29) –F(L28) co-
existence region bridges these two phases. Even though the
slope of theI 8(L29) –F(L28) coexistence line is a very steep
function of temperature~see Fig. 4!, it encompasses a fairly
large range inAX ~Fig. 13!.

The U(CS) phase appears at smallAX and high pres-
sures. There is a clear coexistence with theF(L28) phase,
and the width of this coexistence varies with respect to pres-
sure. It can be speculated that the change inAX across the
I 8(L29) toU(CS) phase transition may be quite small, and is
likely to be zero, but further measurements would be neces-
sary to substantiate this conclusion.

Finally, to complete this discussion, thep–AX phase
diagram, recast in terms ofp vs u, is presented in Fig. 14.
Discontinuous changes in the magnitude ofu are observed
for all phase transitions except theI 8(L29) to F(L28) transi-
tion which entails only a change in the tilt order from NN to
NNN. The I (L2) to F(L28) and I (L2) to I 8(L29) transitions
involve an average change in tilt angle of;3.560.5°. As
mentioned previously, this change is constant~within error
bars! as a function of pressure, for both theI 8(L29) – I (L2)
andI (L2) –F(L28) coexistence regions. Contrary to the sug-
gestion that phase transitions occur once particular values of
u are achieved, it is clear from this diagram that there is a
temperature dependent range ofu over which the I (L2)

FIG. 14. ~a! Surface pressure vs tilt angle phase diagram. Each symbol
represents an individual x-ray measurement. Phases are identifiable as fol-
lows: theI (L2) phase is shown as filled circles, theI 8(L29) phase appears as
open circles, the open squares represent theF(L28) phase, and theU(CS)
phase is depicted using filled squares. Dashed lines are used to mark phase
boundaries and identify coexistence regions. Solid lines labeled with a tem-
perature identify a series of isotherms. Horizontal thick solid lines indicate
the location of theI 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28) triple point at 3.5 dynes/cm and
the upper triple point at 8.9 dynes/cm. The thick dotted line indicates the
I 8(L29)/F(L28) phase boundary. Note that although theI 8(L29)/F(L28)
phase transition is continuous with respect tou, it involves a change in the
tilt order from NN to NNN. The thin horizontal dashed line atp52
dynes/cm indicates the following: below this pressure the Langmuir film is
observed to be inhomogeneous, whereas above this pressure the film is
observed to be homogeneous.~b! For added clarity, this figure reproduces
only the phase boundaries observed in the surface pressurep vs tilt angle
phase diagram presented in~a!.
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phase can transform to either theI 8(L29) or F(L28) phases.
In other words, it does not appear that there are only discrete
values ofu for which theI (L2) phase becomes unstable and
undergoes a transformation. In view of the fact thatu and
molecular density are strongly coupled, the values ofu at
which a phase transition occurs should be a continuous func-
tion of density. For a system with finite compressibility, this
implies thatu is a continuous function ofp, as is seen in Fig.
14. With this caveat in mind, it is worth noting that the range
of u achievable by theI (L2) phase is from 32.5° to 26.5°,
and no stableI (L2) phase observed foru,26.5°. Similarly,
both the I 8(L29) and F(L28) phases can be stable tou as
small as 19°–20°, but not smaller. These observations are
consistent with the calculated sequence ofu ensuring close
of the hydrocarbon chains of 34.5°, 31.5°, 27°, 19°, and
0°.37,38 The U(CS) to F(L28) transition also involves dis-
continuous changes inu.

IV. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

A. Thermodynamics and transition entropies

Assuming that the phase diagram shown in Fig. 4 is
reasonably close to the thermodynamic equilibrium diagram,
the Clausius–Clapeyron equation for a monolayer,

dp I 8F

dT
5

DSI 8F
~DAX! I 8F

, ~1!

can be used to calculate the change in entropy associated
with the I 8(L29) to F(L28) transition:dp I 8F/dT is the slope
of I 8(L29)/F(L28) phase boundary on ap–T phase diagram,
DSI 8F is the entropy change associated with the phase tran-
sition, and (DAX) I 8F5(AX) I 8– (AX)F is the difference in the
x-ray area of theI 8(L29) and F(L28) phases, respectively.
Note that practical application of the Clausius–Clapeyron
equation is only possible because (DAX) I 8F is directly mea-
sured by GIXS. The thermodynamic data regarding this tran-
sition is summarized in Table II and was obtained from the
three different temperature scans at fixedAT that were started
from p55.7, 6.5, and 7.0 dynes/cm with the film in the
I 8(L29) phase~see Fig. 11!. Listed in Table II for each film
are the temperature range over which the phases were fol-
lowed, the slopes (]p/]T)N,AT8

and theAX prior to, and

following, the transition. The last column lists the values for
the lower limit onDSI 8F @in units of Boltzmann’s constant
(kB)# calculated using Eq.~1! and the lower limit on the
slope of the coexistence line (dp I 8F/dT51766 dynes/cm-
°C! for the boundary between theI 8(L29) andF(L2) phases.
The average value ofDSI 8F was found to be 1565 kB. Simi-
larly, from the slope of theF(L28)/I (L2) boundary measured
between 6 °C and 9 °C,dpFI /dT51.960.2 dynes/cm-°C,
and the difference (AX) I– (AX)F50.560.1 Å2/mol, the value
of DSFI is calculated to be 2.760.3 kB .

If we assume all the three phase boundaries are straight

TABLE II. Summary of thermodynamic parameters extracted from temperature scans about theI 8(L29)/F(L28) transition.

Film Phase
T range

~°C!
(]p/]T)N,AT

~dynes/cm-°C!
Ax

~Å2/mol! DSI8F(kB)
a

Film 1
I 8(L29) 3.9–5.8 20.1460.04 19.360.2

1565
F(L28) 5.8–8.4 21.6960.14 20.560.2

Film 2
I 8(L29) 4.1–6.0 20.1960.06 19.560.2

1464
F(L28) 6.0–7.4 21.84b 20.660.2

Film 3
I 8(L29) 3.6–6.4 20.3460.02 19.460.2

1565
F(L28) 6.4–9.2 21.7260.17 20.660.2

Averages I 8(L29) 20.2260.03 19.460.1 1565
F(L28) 21.7560.11 20.660.1

aCalculated using a value ofdp I 8F/dT51766 dynes/cm-°C.
bThis slope is determined by only two data points.

TABLE III. Summary of thermodynamic parameters for several bulk systems.DSP is the change in entropy per molecule for a polymorphic transition~i.e.,
from a rotator or a crystalline phase to a crystalline phase!, whileDSM is the entropy change measured for solidification~i.e., from the liquid phase to a rotator
or crystalline phase!. TheDS quantities were calculated from the measured latent heats (DH) of the given transition. The corresponding transition tempera-
tures are also given.

System
DHP

~kJ/mole! TP ~°C! DSP(kB)
DHM

~kJ/mole! TM ~°C! DSM (kB)

Behenic Acidb C22H44O2 ••• ••• ••• 78.7 80.0 26.8
Tricosanoic Acidb C23H46O2 6.8 77.5 2.3a 73.6 79.1 25.2
Docosaneb C22H46 28.2 43.0 10.7a 49.0 44.4 18.5
Docosanolb C22H46O ••• ••• ••• 91.2 70.0 32.0

aValues calculated using a molecular area of 20 Å2.
bReference 37.
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lines approaching theI 8(L29)/I (L2)/F(L28) triple point, and
DSI 8F1DSFI'DSI 8I517.7 kB , from the measured differ-
ence (AX) I– (AX) I 8'1.160.2 Å2/mol the slope of the
I 8(L29) to I (L2) coexistence line in the vicinity of the mul-
tiple point is predicted to be 22612 dynes/cm-°C. The
I 8(L29) to I (L2) phase boundary and the location of the
triple point shown in Fig. 4 are obtained by drawing a line
with this slope through the intersection of the straight lines
for the I 8(L29)/F(L28) and I (L2)/F(L28) boundaries. It is
important to note that the location of theI 8(L29)/I (L2)
boundary thus determined is in agreement with the location
of this boundary as identified using GIXS data from tempera-
ture scans at 0 dynes/cm.

The entropy associated with theI 8(L29) to F(L28) and
the I 8(L29) to I (L2) transitions calculated here can also be
compared to related values in similar bulk and surface sys-
tems. Tables III and IV summarize the measured entropy
changes associated with specified phase transitions for sev-
eral bulk and surface systems. Table III lists thermodynamic
data for polymorphic~where available! and melting phase
transitions for long chain fatty acids, alkanes, and alcohols.37

The entropy change,DS, is calculated from the measured
latent heats (DH) of the transition. The subscriptP identifies
polymorphic transitions while the subscriptM identifies
crystal melting transitions.

Thermodynamic data from recent surface tension,g,
measurements of a surface freezing transition for bulk
samples of normal alkane and alcohol liquids is presented in
Table IV.39–41 In these studies, just as in our temperature
scans, the thermodynamic signature for the surface transition
is a discontinuous change indg/dT while scanning tempera-
ture. This transition is clearly distinguished from the bulk
transition by the fact that the surface transition temperature is
greater than for the bulk transition. GIXS measurements con-

firm that these surface transitions correspond to the forma-
tion of a crystalline surface layers prior to bulk
solidification.37 In all cases the entropy/molecule of the bulk
melting transitions is within a factor of two of the above
values for the entropy of theI 8(L29) to F(L28) and I 8(L29)
to I (L2) transitions for the behenic acid Langmuir mono-
layer. Consistent with the GIXS data, the implication of this
is that both theI 8(L29) to F(L28) andI 8(L29) to I (L2) tran-
sitions involve first order melting of a well ordered 2D solid,
or crystalline I 8(L29) phase, into what is either a weakly
ordered 2D crystal or a mesomorphic~i.e., 2D hexatic!
phase. It should be pointed out that for bulk fatty acid liq-
uids, surface freezing prior to bulk solidification has not been
observed.42

The thermodynamic data in Table IV for the equilibrium
spreading pressure~ESP! measurements of three long-chain
fatty-acids indicates similar transition entropies for other
Langmuir monolayers.43 ESP measurements are performed
by placing a given amount of the bulk component in contact
with a water subphase and measuring the surface tension of
the air/water interface as a function of decreasing tempera-
ture. For the fatty acid systems listed here, ESP measure-
ments show a kink indp/dT52dg/dT at precisely the
melting point of the bulk fatty acid. For comparison, the
thermodynamic data from these ESP measurements is listed
in the same manner as that from surface tension measure-
ments of bulk alkanes and alcohols. It is also worth noting
that in contrast to fatty acid systems, the ESP measurements
of short chain alcohols have shown phase transitions at tem-
peratures considerably higher than the bulk melting point of
the material.26,42Of particular importance here is a compari-
son with the ESP measurements of Bergeet al.26 They com-
bined x-ray scattering results with a thermodynamic analysis
based on the Clausius–Clapeyron equation to determine the

TABLE IV. Summary of thermodynamic parameters for several surface systems.~a! The first column identifies the bulk liquid system, the second and third
columns give the temperature derivative of the surface pressuredp/dT52dg/dT prior to and following surface freezing, and the fourth column shows the
change (DS) in entropy across this surface transition, assuming a molecular area of 20 Å2/mol. The next two columns compare the surface freezing transition
temperature (TL to C) and the melting point of the bulk material (TM). ~b! The thermodynamic data from ESP measurements of fatty acids is listed in the same
manner as that from surface tension measurements of bulk alkanes and alcohols.

System

~a! Surfaces of neat systems

(dg/dT)L
~dynes/cm-°C!

(dg/dT)C
~dynes/cm-°C!

DSL to C

(kB)
TL to C

~°C!
TM
~°C!

Docosanea C22H46 20.09 1.72 26.2b

Eicosanea C20H40 20.09 1.32 20.4b 38.6 36.8
Octadecanea C18H36 20.09 0.91 14.5b 30.6 28.2
Docosanolc C22H46O 20.10 1.82 27.8b 70.0 69.3
Eicosanolc C20H40O 20.11 1.40 21.9b 64.7 64.0
Octadecanolc C18H36O 20.09 1.37 21.2b 57.6 56.9

~b! Equilibrium spreading pressure of surfactants

Myristic Acidd C14H28O2 20.16 0.71 12.6b 55 55
Palmitic acidd C16H32O2 20.17 0.86 14.9b 63 63
Stearic acidd C18H36O2 20.19 1.01 17.4b 71 71

aReference 39.
bValues calculated using a molecular area of 20 Å2.
cReference 40.
dReference 43.
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FIG. 15. ~A! BAM image of a monolayer spread at 14.5 °C, in theI (L2) phase. The image was recorded soon after spreading while still in the uncompressed
state, and represents only thes-polarized light reflected by the monolayer. Note the presence of several brightly reflecting point like features, interspersed
amidst the two-dimensional polydomain sample representative of theI (L2) phase. These bright objects are probably microscopically small three dimensional
crystallites. The white bar indicates a length scale of 100mm. ~B! Same portion of the monolayer as in~a!, showing thep-polarized light reflected by the film.
Here, the polydomain nature of theI (L2) phase is more clearly evident. Furthermore, note that most of the crystallites present in~a!, have become strongly
absorbing. The white bar indicates a length scale of 100mm.

FIG. 16. BAM images of slowly compressed~0.14 Å2/molecule-hour! monolayer at 14.5 °C and 4.3 dynes/cm, in theI (L2) phase. Frames~A!–~D! were taken
with an analyzer in the path of the reflected light at 0°~s-polarized light!, 80°, 90°~p-polarized light!, and 100°, respectively. Note that the domains making
up the powder sample have grown significantly when compared to the uncompressed state of the film@see Fig. 15~a! and 15~b!#. Furthermore, the pointlike
features observed in Fig. 15~a! and 15~b!, have become hexagonal in shape@see cluster of crystals at bottom of frames~A!–~D!# and have grown significantly
in size. In addition, while some of the crystals become strongly absorbing forp-polarized light, others remain strongly reflective. The white bar indicates a
length scale of 100mm.
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melting entropy for monolayers of short chain alcohols
~chain lengths less than or equal to 16 carbons! on water, in
equilibrium with a liquid lens of the bulk material. They
found that the melting point of the monolayer is 15 °K above
the melting point of the bulk material, and the melting en-
tropy DSM increases linearly with chain length (n) accord-
ing to

DSM;~n28.2!kB . ~2!

From this equation, extrapolating ton522 ~where an
actual measurement was not made!, one obtainsDSM513.8
kB , which is very close to the value ofDSmeasured here for
the I 8(L29) to F(L28) and theI 8(L29) to I (L2) phase transi-
tions. This supports the conclusion reached above that these
transitions involve first order melting.

Although there is not yet a definitive measurement ca-
pable of establishing whether theI (L2) andF(L28) phases
are two dimensional crystals with ‘‘quasilong range’’ posi-
tional order44–47 or some type of hexatic phase, from the
slope of theI 8(L29)/F(L28) coexistence line, and by ex-
trapolation to theI 8(L29)/I (L2) coexistence line, theI (L2)
andF(L28) phases do have a relatively large fraction of the
entropy of melting for bulk behenic acid. This might suggest
that these two phases are hexatic.48,49 The GIXS data does
not conclusively support this suggestion, although generally
the diffraction peaks corresponding to theF(L28) phase, and
almost always the degenerate peak of theI (L2) phase, were
observed to be broader than the resolution limit. In contrast,
the diffraction peaks for theI 8(L29) phase always appeared
resolution limited. Regardless of whether or not theI (L2)
andF(L28) phases might have ‘‘quasilong range’’ positional
order or not, the relatively small slope of theI (L2) to F(L28)
coexistence line, for similar changes ofDAX , indicates that
theF(L28)/I (L2) transition does not involve a large change
in entropy.

B. Anomalous features

To shed some light on the possible nature of the ob-
served discrepancies betweenAT andAX , the texture of the
relaxed films was analyzed under the BAM. In the BAM,
small unresolved features that appear to have hexagonal
symmetry, many times brighter than the monolayer@Figs.
15~a! and 15~b!# were regularly observed for monolayers
spread above;5 °C, where the equilibrium monolayer phase
consisted ofI (L2) domains separated by what appeared to be
the bare substrate~H2O! surface. Figures 15~a! and 15~b!
illustrate the same area of the monolayer with analyzer set
for s andp polarization, respectively. The bright objects are
probably microscopically small 3D crystallites, and although
their number density is very low immediately after spread-
ing, it does increase as a function of time. In the uncom-
pressedI (L2) film, the crystals remain small and unresolv-
able. However, when the film is compressed very slowly
~0.14 Å2/mol-h! from this initial stage, the size and number
of these crystals grows. In all cases studied, when compres-
sion is carried out this slowly, the crystals develop hexagonal
like facets~Fig. 16!, and grow to 50–200mm in width ~on

average!. If compressions are carried out slightly faster~0.3
Å2/mol-h, which is a typical compression used when collect-
ing GIXS data!, the crystallites do not grow considerably in
either number density or size. Furthermore, they remain
small and never develop the macroscopic hexagonal-like fac-
ets. In addition, once the monolayer has been compressed
beyond a surface pressure of;3 to 5 dynes/cm, no further
growth of the crystallites with time is observed. Anomalous
effects are more likely to be observed in monolayers which
remain in the low pressure region for extended periods of
time. These bright pointlike crystals are rarely seen when the
monolayer is spread below 5 °C, where the isolated domains
are in theI 8(L29), rather than theI (L2) phase. Furthermore,
when they are observed, their number and size do not in-
crease perceptibly with time or compression, even when the
compression rate is as small as 0.1 Å2/mol-h. This point is
important because it correlates with the presence of anoma-
lous features, such as kinks or plateaus, seen inp–AT iso-
therms of monolayers spread above 5 °C~see Fig. 9!, but
never observed when compressions were initiated with
monolayers spread below 5 °C, in theI 8(L29) phase.

V. SUMMARY

Sections of thep–T phase diagram of Behenic acid on
water ~pH52.0, HCl buffer! have been constructed from a
series of GIXS measurements collected during both isother-
mal compressions in whichp was allowed to fully relax,21,22

and temperature scans at fixedAT . The four distinct phases
that were observed consist of two tilted phases with NN tilt
order @I (L2) and I 8(L29)#, one tilted phase with NNN tilt
order@F(L28)#, and an untilted phase [U(CS)]. Plotted on a
p–T surface~see Fig. 4!, the topology of the phase diagram,
below 12 °C, is similar to what already has been reported in
the literature for Langmuir monolayers of long chain fatty
acids.7–13However, as a consequence of allowing the surface
pressure to fully relax between incremental compressions,
the range ofp spanned by the present phase diagram~0 to
10–15 dynes/cm! is considerably smaller than for most pub-
lished phase diagrams~0 to 50–60 dynes/cm!. Nevertheless,
in this smaller range ofp, the phase diagram presented here
exhibits most of the same phases observed over the largerp
range of published diagrams. Accompanying the much lower
collapse pressures exhibited by relaxed monolayers is the
fact that the phase diagram in Fig. 4, over the temperature
range from 3 to 12 °C, does not result from ‘‘truncating’’ the
previously reported phase diagrams at a lower collapse pres-
sure, but rather from ‘‘compressing’’ the reported diagrams
into the smaller pressure range. In other words, for the phase
diagram built from relaxation isotherms forT,12 °C, all of
the phases observable are exhibited over a narrower pressure
range than in the case of diagrams constructed based on con-
stant compression isotherms. When the temperature in-
creases above 12 °C, the phase diagram presented here actu-
ally lacks some of the phases, such as the rotator phases,
observed at largep ~i.e., whenp.10–15 dynes/cm, above
the typical collapse pressure of a relaxed monolayer! in the
published phase diagrams.

In addition, the present study reiterates previous
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observations21,22 that in the more compressed portions of the
phase diagram, where GIXS measurements indicate the
monolayer to be in ordered two-dimensional crystalline or
hexatic phases, there are frequent discrepancies betweenAT

and AX . In view of the fact thatAX is obviously a good
intensive variable for the ordered phase, it is difficult to un-
derstand howAT can also be an acceptable intensive thermo-
dynamic variable of the system. Indeed, when the phases
observed are displayed on ap–AX phase diagram, the result-
ing diagram is highly satisfactory. In fact, with the data dis-
played in this way, the elementary thermodynamic argu-
ments contained in the Clausius–Clapeyron relation can be
invoked to locate theI 8(L29)/I (L2) phase boundary~in
agreement with GIXS measurements! and to determine mea-
sured values for the transition entropy between different
monolayer phases.

Independent BAM studies50 have shown that growth of
microcrystallites similar to what was observed here is not
observed for the alcohol analog ofC22 ~docosanol!, either
upon spreading or as a result of compression. Similarly, al-
though crystallites are not observed for Langmuir monolay-
ers of C16 fatty acid ~hexadecanoic acid! at temperatures
higher than 20 °C they are observed for C18 fatty acid50

~stearic acid! spread from solution at 5.3 °C. These observa-
tions correlate well with what is known regarding the spread-
ing behavior of these materials. TheC22 andC18 fatty acids
do not spread from the bulk~at least in the temperature range
of interest here!, while both theC22 alcohol ~as reported in
the literature17! and theC16 fatty acid~for subphase tempera-
tures greater than 20 °C! spread from the bulk to give mea-
surable equilibrium spreading pressures. A conclusion can be
drawn that materials observed to spread spontaneously from
the bulk phase will possess a range of surface pressures~be-
low the equilibrium spreading pressure! for which the 2D
monolayer phases are truly at equilibrium. On the other
hand, for a given set of experimental conditions, materials
that do not spread spontaneously from the bulk may spread
from solution to form metastable monolayer phases from
which 3D bulk crystallites will form if allowed by kinetics.
This conclusion is further substantiated by empirical obser-
vation of the fact that monolayers ofC22 acid tend to exhibit
more anomalous relaxation effects if they are allowed to stay
in the uncompressed state longer than usual. This leads us to
suggest that anomalous monolayer relaxation effects in iso-
thermal compressions may be explained by whether or not
these 3D crystals are present as nucleation centers. Although
these type of effects add a certain degree of stochasticity to
the present measurements, by systematic examination of the
data and measurement conditions, consistent data sets can be
extracted. The effects described above clearly are relevant in
attempting to understand deposition of Langmuir–Blodgett
films.

In addition to the choice ofAX as the proper intensive
variable, rather thanAT , and the use of temperature scans for
characterization of the phase diagram, also important is the
question of whether the internal pressure within an ordered
domain and the macroscopic surface pressure measured by
the Wilhelmy plate method are the same. Gradual formation

of 3D crystallites does not seem to occur for condensed
monolayers in the region where long relaxations are ob-
served~p'4 dynes/cm!. X-Ray and BAM studies indicate
that under these conditions the monolayers consist of com-
pressed mosaics of polydomain samples. Presumably, the
slow relaxations observed in the relaxation isotherms, even
before collapse, originate from some form of grain boundary
relaxation. Furthermore, if the individual 2D grains are elas-
tically anisotropic, it is not obvious that the micro variations
in the local stresses are negligible. Hysteresis effects, like
those shown in Fig. 9, could be a consequence of just such
effects.

The present studies were carried out under the assump-
tion that by consistently making measurements where relax-
ations were allowed to come to completion, these effects
could be minimized. The consistency of the various data sets,
often taken months apart, is a partial justification for this
assumption. On the other hand, these effects could be ex-
tremely relevant in materials applications, and a better un-
derstanding of exactly what determines these effects and how
to control them, would then be very important. Furthermore,
we have shown that temperature scans are not subject to this
anomalous behavior, and allow a thermodynamically rigor-
ous analysis of the various phase transitions to learn more
about their physicochemical nature.
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